Some recent work has investigated the dichotomy between compact coding using dimensionality reduction and sparse distributed coding in the context of understanding biological information processing. We introduce an arti cial neural network which self organises on the basis of simple Hebbian learning and negative feedback of activation and show that it is capable of both forming compact codings of data distributions and also of identifying lters most sensitive to sparse distributed codes. The network is extremely simple and its biological relevance is investigated via its response to a set of images which are typical of everyday life. However, an analysis of the network's identi cation of the lter for sparse coding reveals that this coding may not be globally optimal and that there exists an innate limiting factor which cannot be transcended.
Introduction
Recently, Field 2] has made an important distinction between a \compact code" and a \sparse distributed code". A compact code is de ned to be one in which the redundancy contained in the input data is removed by representing the data in fewer dimensions. Probably the most frequently used compact code is that formed by performing a Principal Component Analysis (PCA) of the data. A sparse distributed code, on the other hand, retains (or perhaps even increases) the dimensionality of the representation, but uses the redundancy by ensuring that in any individual code only a few dimensions of the channel are used at any one time. Following Field, these two methods of coding are shown diagramatically in Figure 1 .
It has been argued that this form of redundancy reduction, making the code sparse rather than simply reducing the dimensionality, may be employed in the early visual system 2]. Given this, it is therefore of interest to nd representations that form optimal \sparse distributed" codes for natural images so that these can be compared to known physiology or psychophysics. Both Barlow 1] and Field 2] have proposed that one measure of the quality of a sparse distributed code is the kurtosis of the probability distribution of lter outputs. The kurtosis of a distribution is its fourth moment (de ned below) and measures how much of the distribution is concentrated in its tails; if a neuron res rarely but strongly, its distribution of ring will be long-tailed i.e. a neuron which uses a sparse distributed code will have a ring pattern exhibiting a kurtotic distribution. Therefore, in this paper we use a neural network technique to nd those lters which, when convolved with natural images, give high output kurtosis. If Barlow's and Field's hypotheses are correct, these lters will be optimal and should have characteristics similar to those of cortical cells. This paper is structured as follows: we rst describe the neural network algorithm that we use to nd a compact (PCA) coding, and then extend compact coder sparse distributed coder Figure 1 : The coder on the left is transforming the data by reducing its dimensionality -there are only 4 output lines to display the output. That on the right retains the dimensionality of the data but sparsi es its representation -we show 4 (solid) lines showing the output for a particular input and other (dotted) lines showing output channels which will be used by other codes. In this case there may be more output channels than input channels but typically only a few of them will be active at any one time. The activation is passed forward through weights to the output neurons where the activation is summed. This is then returned via the same weights as inhibition.
this to nd lters that have high output kurtosis given an input consisting of natural images. We then apply this method to a collection of 27 images representative of everyday experience. Further experiments are performed to explore the e ects of boundary conditions and pre-processing. We then discuss an innate limitation of the method. The lters found may be more sensitive to highly kurtotic directions but cannot be guaranteed to be globally optimal. 
where wij is the weight connecting the j th input neuron whose activation is xj(t) at time t to the i th output neuron whose activation is si.
Initially there is no activation in the network. 
where ri is the value of the function f() on the i th output neuron.
This network was shown for synthetic data sets to nd the lter that has the maximum output kurtosis. Here we apply it to samples from natural images in the hope of nding the lter of maximum kurtosis with respect to these images. Such a lter would optimally enhance the nding of sparse distributed codes.
It is shown in the Appendix that the use of a (non-linear) function f() in the network creates an algorithm to maximise that function whose derivative is f(). Thus, since we wish to maximise s 4 , we use a function f(s) / s 3 in the algorithm in order to search for lters with maximum kurtosis.
The Images
The images consisted of a collection of pictures of natural scenes. Pictures were taken on a 35mm camera with a 50mm lens. The photographs were then digitised using a Hewlett Packard Scanjet Plus at the 75 dpi setting.
The central 256 by 256 pixel region was then sampled and the grey levels normalised so that the lowest value was 0 and the largest was 255. No attempt was made to account for non-linearities in the processing. In an attempt to remove the arti cial e ects of composition (other than ensuring correct vertical alignment) we used the following techniques: the camera view nder was not used, the camera was pointed at random, and pictures were taken at set time intervals. This procedure produced three sets of 36 exposures. Out-of-focus pictures were removed together with pictures showing lens obstructions. Nine of these images in each group were randomly selected. This process was used to create 27 images, 9 of which are taken from the o ce environment, 9 from the countryside and 9 from a city centre.
The Experimental Investigation
The kurtosis-extracting neural network technique was applied to samples of natural images in order to estimate the lter with highest output kurtosis.
Speci cally the following was done:
From random locations within all 27 images, 32x32 samples were extracted from the images. This process could generate up to 1,354,752 di erent samples from the collection of natural images but note that these samples are from only 27 distinct images. Therefore it is important to note that we are using a bootstrap-type method (to generate new data from a limited number of truly independent pieces of data) in that we are sampling with replacement; the argument for the bootstrap is that by uniformly sampling the underlying data(the images) we can con dently test the underlying unknown probability density function.
We will however later discuss a downside to the method.
We used the network described in Section 2 to nd the rst eight prin- 
with no other PC having a standard deviation greater than 0.6 on this scale. The rst 8 PCs have been found to contain more than 93% of the variance of the images.
The second layer of the neural network was used to perform gradient ascent on the output kurtosis. During this search, the learning rate was annealed from 0.001 to 0.
After 100000 iterations, the rst four moments i.e. the mean, standard deviation, skewness, and kurtosis of the output distribution of the derived lters was measured. Convergence typically took less than 1 10 th of this time but we allowed this great number of iterations to ensure that we had a stable solution.
This process was repeated ten times to assess the reliability of the network and its dependence on initial conditions.
Results
The statistics of 10000 samples of the output of the rst (principal component extracting) network after sphering are given in Table 1 . As can be seen, though the sample means and standard deviations are approximately equal to 0 and 1 respectively, the principal components are far from Gaussian (where the skewness and kurtosis would both be zero); note also that almost all lters show positive kurtosis. This might be thought to be in line with our expectations as most images contained many lines and not only con rms the ndings of Barlow and Tolhurst but also shows that it was not their method of sphering which created the kurtosis in the data. The rst 8 principal components are shown diagramatically in Figure 3 ; we note that there is a strong bias towards horizontal and vertical lters which suggests that those sets of pixels with greatest correlations tend to be horizontal or vertical -over all the images slanting lines form a very small part of each image. Comparing Table 1 and Figure 3 we see that the kurtosis values for vertical directions are greater than those for horizontal directions.
We report on the results of 10 simulations and within each simulation, we use a decomposition method: since the rst neuron nds and subtracts one lter, the second neuron searches in the image space left after the rst has subtracted its space. Note that this orthogonality is quite di erent from that seen on the images. The lters are shown in graphical form in Figure 3 and the kurtosis values corresponding to each lter is given in Table 2 . As can be seen, the network consistently nds lters of high kurtosis. We see again that the vertical lters show higher kurtosis than the horizontal and, in general, the lters of each type which the kurtosis-seeking network found have greater kurtosis than those principal components of the same type. Table 2 : The kurtosis for the lters found by 10 simulations using 3 kurtosis-seeking neurons.
Boundary Conditions and Pre-processing
We repeat the above experiment with the same network but using slightly di erent input data to the PCA network: rstly we consider the e ect of preprocessing the data with a logarithmic function and secondly the e ect of a Gaussian mask on the data.
The e ect non-linear pre-processing
Field 2] performed his experiments upon log preprocessed images. This can be justi ed for two reasons. Firstly, human physiology appears to be more linear in the logarithm of contrast as opposed to simple contrast. Secondly, log preprocessing may help alleviate problems of di ering illumination. By taking logarithms, local ratios in image intensity are transformed into local di erences of image intensity. Ratios of intensity should be more robust to changes in illumination than are absolute di erences. To investigate if logarithmic pre-processing a ects the resulting components, we repeated the experiment, but this time, all image intensities were replaced by their loga- Figure 4 and the kurtosis of these lters are given in Table 3 . Firstly it appears that the PCA lters have been unchanged. Secondly the network is still nding lters of great kurtosis.
It appears also that the vertical lters continue to have an excess of kurtosis over the horizontal lters. The gures are somewhat smaller than previously as are the corresponding gures for the Principal Component neurons. There is, however, a qualitatively similar increase in kurtosis as with the raw data.
The e ect of boundary conditions
The previous results may have been arti cially a ected by the square samples from image used. To nd out if this was the case, we repeated the previous experiment but instead of simply presenting the 32x32 samples the the network, they were rst windowed with a Gaussian of standard deviation of 6.
The lters found are shown in Figure 5 . As can be seen, the network still mainly converges rst to vertical lters and such lters continue to be most The lters found by the kurtosis network when a Gaussian window was used for preprocessing aim of nding sparse distributed codes (see Figure 1 ). Therefore we must ask if it is possible to dispense with the rst stage of the network and seek kurtosis in the original data space. Unfortunately, it is our nding 3] that, with
Hebbian type learning on unsphered data, the e ect of the larger magnitude second order correlations interferes with convergence to kurtotic lters i.e.
convergence is partly towards the lter with (in this case) largest kurtosis but also partly towards lters with the largest variance(the Principal Components lters). Thus we must use some form of sphering on the raw data.
A second option is to fall back on the old heuristic that one of the reasons for the success of Principal Components Analysis is that structure in data tends to increase with variance i.e. the rst few PCs tend to contain the structure in the data. We nd this heuristic analytically unsatisfactory in that there is no logically necessary relationship between the second and higher moments in a data distribution. Indeed we can see from the statistics of the input data e.g. Figure 1 that there is no simple relationship between the second and third or fourth moments in the rst few Principal Components.
A third option is to increase the number of Principal Components. Yet until we have reached the dimensionality (up to 1024D) of the original space,
we have no guarantee that we have found lters which are globally optimum.
We Therefore the problem of nding appropriate parameters ci is overspeci ed:
if we are to nd unique global solutions over the whole space, we must include N Principal Components.
Note also the e ect of the l. The statistics of our images are such that Further any biological system which used such a method would require to take account of the fact that any noise represented in the higher Principal i.e. noise would be disastrous if the system includes more than a few eigenvalues. Therefore there has to be a play-o between the desire to nd a global optimum and the need to reduce the e ect of noise.
There is one nal decisive blow to the method and it pertains to an innate di culty (though one not always discussed) with respect to this method of sampling: we stated that the method of drawing samples from the images was that used in the bootstrap. It is well known that such methods give expected prediction errors deriving not only from noise and bias in the models but also from the variance over the set of models. Thus some form of regularisation or smoothing is generally used to limit the space of all models from which actual models can be selected. It is our nding that PCA neural network models on this dataset do not give consistent estimates of lter parameters above the 8 th Principal Component. Since neural network models are quintessentially data-driven models, the e ect of the random sampling is manifest in this convergence to one network or another (which may be thought of as di erent models) depending on the actual data seen in the sampling process. In other words, after the 8 th Principal Component lter, the major source of variance is the variance between models and not the variance inherent in the data. This is an innate insurmountable problem with randomly initialised algorithms (not only arti cial neural networks) which respond to raw data sampled in this form. Now such variance would be important but not disasterous if it only affected the response of di erent networks to the same input data; however we are using a PCA network's response to sphere data in which we are then looking for kurtotic lters. The sphering process uses the eigenvalues to ensure equal power in each neuron seen by the Projection Pursuit lter and we have shown that we can not have con dence in these lters. A batch method of calculating PCs would obviate this di culty but it is di cult to see these as biologically plausible.
However the situation may not be quite so fraught as it has been painted till now. Consider again the kurtotic lters in Figure 3 . Each lter has a pronounced structure. Therefore if we postulate that major lters in the original space have a pronounced structure, the N equations in (13) can be very much reduced. Indeed the structure shown in these diagrams would suggest that two or three equations might be enough to specify the equivalence.
However we can only state that the lters found can only be said to be optimal with respect to the Principal Component subspace rather than globally within the original space of images.
Conclusion
We have discussed a neural network algorithm which we have previously derived from the statistical properties of Exploratory Projection Pursuit. We conclude with 4 observations:
1. The fact that di erent convergence points were found when we started from di erent initial conditions seems to suggest that the error descent surface is very rugged. We know that when back propagation is used on a network which has linear activation functions there is only one (global) minimum while when such a network uses non-linear functions, we nd a great number of minima. We view the situation described here as the direct counterpart of this. The method \Exploratory Projection Pursuit" is therefore a decidedly exploratory method -there is no guarantee of convergence to a global optimum each time and indeed as we have seen the optimum de ned by this method is only with respect to the Principal Component subspace.
2. The fact that the same network structure is capable of performing a PCA as well as EPP is unsurprising since Huber 6] has shown that PCA may be viewed as a particular case of Projection Pursuit. Thus, for the PCA network, we are choosing f(x) = x / d dx (x 2 ) and so the original network is seen to be maximising the second order statistics of the distribution i.e. nding the eigenvectors corresponding to maximal eigenvalues.
3. When the data was windowed with a Gaussian, the lters to which the network converged crudely resemble the centre surround lters observed in the cortex and are therefore consistent with the proposals of Barlow and Field. Whether any of the detailed characteristics of these receptive elds also resemble aspects of known physiology is currently the subject of further research. 4 . We have shown that the lters which are found by this method are most kurtotic only with respect to the Principal Component subspace.
This may be enough for a biological organism but falls some way short of an optimally engineered design. It may be possible to regularise the incremental PCA method by making the learning rate size depend on the magnitude of the input data but this would, at best, only allow a very small number of other Principal Components to be found con dently.
The basic nding is that we cannot transcend a limitation of the method.
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Appendix -Derivation of the Algorithm We must ensure that the optimal solution is kept bounded; otherwise there is nothing to stop the weights from growing without bound. 
